
Completion of work operations on the road and the sidewalks
along Rue Sainte-Catherine Ouest between Mansfield and Robert-Bourassa.

Hello,

We are pleased to announced the completion of road and sidewalk work on Rue Sainte-Catherine 
Ouest between Mansfield and Robert-Bourassa, and on Avenue Union between Cathcart and 
Sainte-Catherine Ouest.

Work operations at Square Phillips will be put on hold for the winter break, but will resume in the 
spring. The square will reopen in the summer of 2022.

An improved pedestrian experience

Road and sidewalk work between Mansfield and De Bleury has made Montréal’s commercial 
street broader and greener. These work operations followed the completion of reconstruction work 
on outdated century-old infrastructures in 2019 and 2020.

A more people-friendly space

The following improvements have been made:

● Sidewalks widened by more than 60 per cent
● Only one traffic lane
● Road surfaces and sidewalks made from concrete paving stones
● Distinctive new street furniture:

○ Benches with about 100 seating spaces (which were nonexistent before the work)
○ New bike stands added (increased from 29 to 52)
○ More garbage cans and recycling bins

● New LED lampposts
● Free WIFI network
● Some 90 trees planted, three times the previous number.



Information :
514 872-3777

Visit : Montreal.ca/LaSainteCatherine

Liaison agents (for merchants and companies only)
514-867-9339 Monday to Friday from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Email: SainteCatherineOuest@montreal.ca

Project : 452820

Please note that finishing work may be required at a subsequent time and may involve 
obstacles of short duration.

We are aware of the inconveniences that these work operations may cause, and we thank 
you for your collaboration.
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With only one traffic lane bordered by broader sidewalks made greener with the planting 
of numerous trees, this redevelopment places the pedestrian in the heart of the public 
space. 
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